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The Vertebrate E1/U17 Small Nucleolar
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Abstract Each of the many different box H/ACA ribonucleoprotein particles (RNPs) present in eukaryotes and
archaea consists of four common core proteins and one specificH/ACA small RNA,which bears the sequence elementsH
(ANANNA) and ACA.Most of theH/ACA RNPs are small nucleolar RNPs (snoRNPs), which are localized in nucleoli, and
are one of the two major classes of snoRNPs. Most H/ACA RNPs direct pseudouridine synthesis in pre-rRNA and other
RNAs.OneH/ACA small nucleolar RNA (snoRNA), vertebrate E1/U17 (snR30 in yeast), is required for pre-rRNA cleavage
processing that generates mature 18S rRNA. E1 snoRNA is encoded in introns of protein-coding genes, and the evidence
suggests that human E1 RNA undergoes uridine insertional RNA editing. The vertebrate E1 RNA consensus secondary
structure shows several features that are absent in other box H/ACA snoRNAs. The available UV-induced RNA-protein
crosslinking results suggest that the E1 snoRNP is asymmetrical in vertebrate cells, in contrast to other H/ACA snoRNPs.
The vertebrate E1 snoRNP in cells is surprisingly complex: (i) E1 RNA contacts directly and specifically several proteins
which do not appear to be any of the H/ACA RNP four core proteins; and (ii) multiple E1 RNA sites are needed for
E1 snoRNP formation, E1 RNA stability, and E1 RNA–protein direct interactions. J. Cell. Biochem. 98: 486–495, 2006.
� 2006 Wiley-Liss, Inc.
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Small nucleolar ribonucleoprotein particles
(snoRNPs) can be divided into two major
families, which have either a specific box C/D
small nucleolar RNA (snoRNA) or a box H/ACA
snoRNA, and several core proteins that are
common to allmembers of a given snoRNPclass,
and function primarily in nucleotide modifica-
tions of RNAs by base pairing. Box C/D small
nuclear RNAs have the conserved sequence
elements C (consensus 50-PuUGANGA-30,
usually near the 50 end of the RNA) and D
(consensus 50-CUGA-30, typically near the 30

terminus of the RNA), and often a second pair of
similar elements named boxes C0and D0 [Eli-
ceiri, 1999; Terns and Terns, 2002]. Most box C/

D small nuclear RNPs reside in nucleoli and
guide the 20-O-ribose methylation of pre-rRNA.
Some C/D RNPs are localized in nucleoplasmic
Cajal bodies and direct the 20-O-ribosemethyla-
tion of spliceosomal small nuclear RNAs. A few
C/D snoRNPs function in pre-rRNA cleavage
processing [Eliceiri, 1999].

Box H/ACA small nuclear RNAs have
the conserved sequence motifs ACA and box H
(consensus 50-ANANNA-30) [Balakin et al.,
1996; Ganot et al., 1997b]. Most box H/ACA
small nuclearRNPs are nucleolar and direct the
isomerization of specific uridines to pseudour-
idines inpre-rRNA[Ganot et al., 1997a;Ni et al.,
1997]. Some H/ACA small RNPs reside in
nucleoplasmic Cajal bodies, and guide the
pseudouridylation of RNA polymerase-II-speci-
fic spliceosomal small nuclear RNAs [Richard
et al., 2003; Henras et al., 2004b; Kiss et al.,
2004]. Pseudouridines are synthesized only in
segments of pre-rRNA that become mature
rRNA, and cluster only in functionally impor-
tant sites of rRNA and spliceosomal small
nuclear RNAs.

One H/ACA snoRNA, vertebrate E1/U17
(snR30 in yeast), functions in pre-rRNA
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cleavage processing, and is essential for ribo-
some formation and cell viability [Morrissey
and Tollervey, 1993; Mishra and Eliceiri, 1997;
Atzorn et al., 2004]. Telomerase RNA, the
template for the synthesis of chromosome ends,
is a Cajal body H/ACA RNA; its H/ACA domain
is required for accumulation, stability and 30

end processing of telomerase RNA in cells, and
for telomerase activity [Mitchell et al., 1999;
Jady et al., 2004; Meier, 2005]. The function of
other H/ACA RNAs, including some that are
apparently tissue-specific, is unknown [Kiss
et al., 2004; Meier, 2005]. H/ACA RNPs have
been identified in archaea and eukaryotes, but
not in eubacteria, strongly suggesting that they
originated before the divergence of archaea and
eukaryotes, approximately over 2 billion years
ago.

H/ACA snoRNA SEQUENCE
AND STRUCTURE

A sequence spanning E1 RNA sites 13 and 14
(Fig. 1) was first identified as an accessible
segment, and was the only accessible sequence
detected in E1 RNA (in its snoRNP form), by
antisense oligodeoxynucleotide-targetedRNase
H digestion of human cell nucleolar extracts
[Rimoldi et al., 1993]. Box H/ACA snoRNAs
have a consensus 50-hairpin-hinge-hairpin-tail-
30 secondary structure, a box H (consensus
sequence 50-ANANNA-30, site 13 in Fig. 1) in
the hinge region, and the motif ACA located
three nucleotide positions from the 30end (site
22 in Fig. 1) [Balakin et al., 1996; Ganot et al.,
1997b; Henras et al., 2004b]. As an example, see
the vertebrate E2 RNA consensus secondary
structure (Fig. 1) [Selvamurugan et al., 1997].
In contrast, the vertebrate E1 RNA consensus
secondary structure shows features that are
absent in other (RNA pseudouridylation guide)
H/ACA RNAs: (i) two stem-loops in the 50 half;
(ii) a stem-loop in the hinge (labeled D in Fig. 1);
and (iii) a double-stranded 50 end, as shown by
evolutionary co-variations in four base pairs of
that stem (site 1) (Fig. 1) [Selvamurugan et al.,
1997].
The intracellular localization of H/ACA snoR-

NAs depends on their H and ACA boxes [Lange
et al., 1999; Narayanan et al., 1999; Ruhl et al.,
2000]. Cajal body H/ACA small RNAs also have
H and ACA boxes, but their localization is
determined by the consensus sequence 50-
ugAG-30 (named CAB box) in a stem-loop, in

which adenine and guanine are highly con-
served in the third and fourth nucleotide
positions, respectively [Richard et al., 2003;
Jady et al., 2004]. Thus, it appears that theCAB
box Cajal body localization signal supersedes
the box H and ACA nucleolar localization
signals. However, localization of H/ACA RNAs
inCajal bodies requires theHandACAboxes, in
addition to the CAB box.

BIOSYNTHESIS OF snoRNAs

Various snoRNAs are generated by different
mechanisms [Eliceiri, 1999; Terns and Terns,
2002]. Most of the vertebrate snoRNAs, includ-
ing E1/U17 RNA, are encoded in introns of
protein-coding genes, but some snoRNAs are
processed from introns of non-protein-coding
genes. Most of the yeast snoRNAs and some of
the vertebrate snoRNAs originate from inde-
pendent transcription units, but many plant
and yeast snoRNAs are produced from polycis-
tronic snoRNA precursors. In H/ACA snoRNAs,
boxes H and ACA are essential: (i) for snoRNA
correct 50 and 30 end formation, respectively; (ii)
for snoRNA accumulation; and (iii) for efficient
nucleolar localization of snoRNA [Ganot et al.,
1997b; Bortolin et al., 1999; Lange et al., 1999;
Narayanan et al., 1999; Ruhl et al., 2000].
H/ACA snoRNAs apparently transit thro-
ugh Cajal bodies for maturation, before going
to the nucleolus [Terns and Terns, 2002].

The main E1/U17 snoRNA species of HeLa
(human) cells has an extra nucleotide (auridine)
at position 19 that its gene lacks, strongly
suggesting uridine insertional RNA editing in
an intron-encoded RNA [Nag et al., 1993].
However, a uridine residue at this nucleotide
position is not phylogenetically conserved in
vertebrate E1RNA [Selvamurugan et al., 1997].

FUNCTIONS OF H/ACA RNPs

There are many pseudouridine residues in
eukaryotic rRNA, and they are only in function-
ally important segments ofmature rRNA.Many
H/ACA snoRNA species function as site-specific
pre-rRNA pseudouridylation guides via snoR-
NA:pre-rRNA base pairing, which is essential
for pseudouridine formation [Ganot et al.,
1997a; Ni et al., 1997]. Pseudouridylation guide
H/ACA RNAs have a ‘‘pseudouridylation
pocket,’’ which consists of two sequences (3–
10 bases long), one on each side of the distal
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segment of an internal loop structure, that are
complementary to two sequences in the target
RNA which are separated by two unpaired
nucleotides, one of them being a pseudouridyla-
tion site on the targetRNA [Ganot et al., 1997a].
The H and ACA boxes, and the 50 and 30 hairpin

domains, are essential for rRNApseudouridyla-
tion [Bortolin et al., 1999]. Box ACA orH lie 14–
16 nucleotides downstream of the modifi-
cation site in the pseudouridylation pocket;
these boxes appear to be molecular measuring
devices, since the distance from them deter-

Fig. 1
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mines the pseudouridylation site [Ganot et al.,
1997a; Ni et al., 1997].
E1/U17 snoRNA is a box H/ACA snoRNA

[Kiss and Filipowicz, 1993; Ruff et al., 1993],
and is the vertebrate homolog of yeast snR30
snoRNA [Atzorn et al., 2004]. E1 RNA lacks a
pre-rRNA pseudouridylation pocket that is
present in all of the rRNA pseudouridylation
guide snoRNAs [Ganot et al., 1997a]. In contrast
to the other H/ACA snoRNAs, E1 RNA is
required for pre-rRNA cleavage processing that
produces mature 18S rRNA [Mishra and Eli-
ceiri, 1997; Atzorn et al., 2004]. Sites 17 and 21
of E1 RNA (Fig. 1) were first identified as
conserved sequences with conserved base pair-
ing between the 50-AU-30 nucleotides at the 50

end of site 17 and the 30-UA-50 residues near the
30 end of site 21, both sequences and structure
evolutionarily conserved in vertebrate E1 RNA
[MishraandEliceiri, 1997; Selvamuruganetal.,
1997; Ruhl et al., 2000]. Site 17 and all but the
last twonucleotide positions of site 21were later
identified as sequences essential for 18S rRNA
cleavage processing (named m1 and m2 boxes,
respectively), which are conserved from yeast to
vertebrates, and the m2 box is located seven
nucleotide positions upstream of the ACA box
[Atzorn et al., 2004]. Oligodeoxynucleotide-
targeted specific RNA degradation shows that
E1 RNA site 21 is one of the very few segments
known to be accessible in E1 RNA (in its
snoRNP form) in frog cells [Mishra and Eliceiri,
1997].
Psoralen-crosslinking in human cells first

showed a direct contact: (i) of four conserved
E2 RNA uridines (shown by asterisks in con-
served E2 RNA loops A and B, Fig. 1, which in
human E2 RNA are nucleotide positions 12, 13,
60, and 90) with nucleolar large RNA that is
most likely pre-rRNA; and (ii) of E2 snoRNA
with one specific site in the 28S rRNA sequence

of pre-rRNA [Rimoldi et al., 1993]. This was
shown later to be exactly the four E2 RNA
sequences and very close to the pre-rRNA
sequences which base pair with each other for
the two pre-rRNA pseudouridylation reactions
guided by E2 RNA [Ganot et al., 1997a]. These
results emphasize thephysiological significance
of the direct E1 RNA–pre-rRNA interactions
revealed by psoralen-crosslinking in human
cells. First, psoralen-crosslinking in human
cells shows direct contact of E1 RNA with two
segments of pre-rRNA: (i) near the upstream
end (within human nucleotide positions 697–
1,163) of the 50 external transcribed spacer; and
(ii) near the middle (within human nucleotide
positions 664–1,021) of the 18S rRNA sequence
[Rimoldi et al., 1993]. Second, psoralen-cross-
linking in human cells also demonstrates direct
association of two conserved E1 RNA uridines
(one at site 6 and another at site 2, which in
human E1 RNA means nucleotide positions
43 and 8, respectively, shown by asterisks in
Fig. 1) with nucleolar large RNA that is most
likely pre-rRNA [Rimoldi et al., 1993]. The long
distance of these E1 RNA-pre-rRNA contacts
from the cleavage sites that generate 18S rRNA,
suggest that these interactions may be part of a
role of E1 RNA in folding, or as a chaperone, of
pre-rRNA. Interestingly, E1RNA site 6 is one of
the very few segments known to be accessible in
E1 RNA (in its snoRNP form) in frog cells
[Mishra and Eliceiri, 1997].

The yeast snR30 snoRNP contains a pseu-
douridine synthase (Cbf5p), andE1 snoRNP, its
vertebrate homolog, is assumed to contain one
(NAP57), although this has not be proven
experimentally. However, several observations
support the conclusion that E1 RNA does
not guide pseudouridine formation. First, the
distal segments of internal loop structures
(where pseudouridylation pockets are usually

Fig. 1. Models of vertebrate E1 and E2 RNA consensus
sequences and structures, and E1 RNA sites needed for UV-
induced E1 RNA-protein crosslinking, E1 snoRNP formation and
E1RNAstability in cells. The consensus sequences and structures
are based on comparative sequence phylogeny, including co-
variationanalysis [MishraandEliceiri,1997;Selvamuruganetal.,
1997]; that of E1 has been revised using sequence data from
Cervelli et al. [2002]. Only nucleotides conserved in vertebrate
E1 and E2 RNAs are shown; the appearance of more sequence
conservation in the E2 RNA model is most likely due to the fact
that it is basedon sequences from fewer organisms. Sequence co-
variations are indicated by black rectangles. Lines span the E1
RNA sites that were detected by base substitutions [Ruhl et al.,
2000; Smith et al., 2005]. Asterisks show nucleotides that can be

psoralen-crosslinked in cells to nucleolar large RNA, most likely
pre-rRNA [Rimoldi et al., 1993]. Conserved E1 RNA segments
which are involved in E1 RNA-protein UV-crosslinking, E1
snoRNP formation, and/or E1 RNA stability in cells are
apparently sequences (white triangles) or structures (black
triangles). These E1 RNA sites are needed for crosslinking to
proteins A (white circles), B (white squares), C (black squares) or
E (black circles). The E1 RNA sites which in cells are needed for
crosslinking to proteins are also necessary for E1 snoRNP
formation and E1 RNA stability, except for site 1, which is not
known to be required for E1 snoRNP formation [Ruhl et al., 2000;
Smith et al., 2005]. Some E1 RNA sites in cells are involved in E1
snoRNP formation and E1 RNA stability, but are not known to be
needed for crosslinking to proteins (white diamonds).
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located) have many non-conserved nucleotides
in vertebrate E1 RNA (loops labeled A–C in
Fig. 1, E1 RNA). In contrast, pseudouridylation
sites are flanked by conserved sequences.
Second, there are no known pseudouridylation
sites in any known RNA which could be
potentially guided by E1 RNA. Finally, in the
consensus secondary structure of vertebrate E1
RNA, sites 6 and 2 (preceding paragraph) are
not in the distal segments of internal loop
structures, in contrast to the pseudouridylation
pockets of pseudouridylation guide snoRNAs
(Fig. 1).

H/ACA snoRNA–PROTEIN INTERACTIONS

Core Proteins Common to All H/ACA RNPs

All of the tested box H/ACA RNPs, including
the telomerase RNP, have the same four core
proteins, which are evolutionarily highly con-
served: Gar1p; yeast Cbf5p (rodent NAP57,
human dyskerin); Nhp2p (ribosomal protein
L7Ae in archea); and Nop10p [Henras et al.,
1998; Lafontaine et al., 1998; Watkins et al.,
1998; Henras et al., 2004b; Meier, 2005]. These
four proteins are essential for cell viability and,
except for Gar1p, they are required for box H/
ACA snoRNA stability in cells. A complex,
consisting of only an H/ACA RNA and the four
H/ACA RNP core proteins, is apparently suffi-
cient for RNA pseudouridylation [Wang et al.,
2002]. Gar1p is a protein needed for global
pseudouridylation of pre-rRNA and stable asso-
ciation of H/ACA snoRNAs with pre-rRNA in
yeast, but does not share any conserved sequ-
ence motifs with pseudouridine synthases
[Bousquet-Antonelli et al., 1997].

Cbf5p/NAP57 is a protein accepted to be a
pseudouridine synthase, based on its sequence
and on the effect of its mutation [Lafontaine
et al., 1998; Meier, 2005]. In addition to its
functions as an enzyme and a key component of
H/ACA RNPs, Cbf5p/NAP57 may play other
roles, such as with centromeres, nuclear cap-
binding complex of pre-mRNAs and small
nuclear RNAs, nuclear organization, rRNA
transcription and RNA trans-splicing [Meier,
2005]. Mutations in the human ortholog of this
protein cause the X-linked form (the most com-
mon and severe form) of the inherited disease
named dyskeratosis congenita [Meier, 2005].

Little is known about the protein-binding
sites in H/ACARNAs. For example, archaeal H/
ACA snoRNAs have kink-turns, and the core

protein L7Ae binds to this kink-turn [Rozhdest-
vensky et al., 2003; Henras et al., 2004b]. In
contrast,most eukaryotic H/ACARNAs, includ-
ing E1 snoRNA (Fig. 1), lack sequences that
could fold into canonical kink-turns.

There are some apparent differences in the
direct contacts among the H/ACA RNP core
proteins and the H/ACA RNA, and in the order
of those interactions, when testing different
experimental systems developed from various
organisms. First, in cell-free systems, Sacchar-
omyces cerevisiae purified proteins: (i) Gar1p
and Nhp2p each binds directly to H/ACA
snoRNA [Bagni and Lapeyre, 1998; Henras
et al., 2001]; and (ii) Cbf5p, Gar1p, and Nop10p
form a complex in the absence of Nhp2p and H/
ACA snoRNA [Henras et al., 2004a]. Second,
in vitro, archaeal purified proteins: (i) L7Ae (the
homolog of eukaryotic Nhp2p) and Cbf5p each
interacts directly and independently with
H/ACA snoRNA; (ii) Cbf5p contacts directly
and independently Nop10p and Gar1p; and (iii)
L7Ae does not associate with other H/ACARNP
core proteins in the absence of H/ACA snoRNA
[Baker et al., 2005; Charpentier et al., 2005).
Third, immunoprecipitation of recombinant
rodent proteins with antibodies to NAP57
shows that: (i) association with Nhp2p requires
binding of Nop10p to NAP57; (ii) this Nop10p-
NAP57-Nhp2p trimer interacts with H/ACA
snoRNA; and (iii) Gar1p contactsNAP57 [Wang
and Meier, 2004]. Finally, in a human cell
extract, four proteins, whose approximate sizes
(about 60, 29, 23, and 14 kDa) are compatible
with being the four H/ACA RNP core proteins,
each contacts human E1/U17 RNA directly
[Dragon et al., 2000].

Non-Core Proteins That Associate
With H/ACA RNPs

In yeast, several additional proteins associate
withH/ACARNPs orH/ACARNPcore proteins,
and some have been shown to be required for
accumulation and/or localization of H/ACA sno
RNAs, and/or proteins. First, the phylogene-
tically conserved phosphoprotein Nopp140:
(i) associateswithNAP57; (ii) is the only protein
known to interact with mature H/ACA RNPs;
(iii) is not a stable component of H/ACA RNPs;
and (iv) may be a chaperone of H/ACA snoRNPs
[Yang et al., 2000; Meier, 2005]. Nopp140 may
play awide range of other roles, such as in rRNA
transcription and the induction of intranu-
clear membrane cisternae in endometrial cells
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[Meier, 2005]. Second, Sen1p, an essential RNA
helicase, interacts with box H/ACA snoRNAs
and is required for processing of snoRNAs
[Ursic et al., 1997]. Third, the nucleolar protein
Ssb-1p associates with H/ACA snoRNAs snR10
and snR11 [Clark et al., 1990]. Fourth: (i) the
essential proteins Naf1p and Shq1p form a
complex; (ii) both proteins contact Cbf5p and
Nhp2p directly; (iii) Naf1p also bindsGar1p and
Nop10p; (iv) neither protein is a stable compo-
nent of H/ACA RNPs; (v) both proteins are
required for accumulation of H/ACARNAs; and
(vi) Naf1p is also necessary for accumulation of
Cbf5p, Gar1p, and Nop10p [Dez et al., 2002;
Fatica et al., 2002; Yang et al., 2002, 2005].
Thus, Naf1p and Shq1p may be involved in the
assembly of H/ACA RNPs [Dez et al., 2002;
Fatica et al., 2002; Yang et al., 2002]. Fifth,
direct binding of the double-stranded RNA
nuclease Rnt1p to Gar1p is required for the
nuclear import of H/ACA RNP core proteins
[Tremblay et al., 2002]. Finally, the nucleoplas-
mic helicase Rvb2 is required for production of
H/ACA snoRNAs and for localization of H/ACA
RNP core protein Gar1p [King et al., 2001].

Proteins Specific to One H/ACA RNP

H/ACA RNPs with unique functions are
expected to contain or interactwith someunique
proteins. The only sequence-identified protein
known to be a unique, integral component of an
H/ACA RNP is the reverse transcriptase TERT
of the telomeraseRNP.Theyeast snR30snoRNP
(E1/U17 in vertebrates) [Atzorn et al., 2004] has
seven proteins, whose molecular masses are 10,
23, 25, 38, 46, 48, and 65 kDa, based on
biochemical isolation, meaning that the compo-
sition of this snoRNP includes at least three
snR30-specific proteins [Lübben et al., 1995].

E1 snoRNP in Vertebrate Cells

The E1 snoRNPdiffers from other boxH/ACA
snoRNPs in human cells: (i) it sediments faster,
and as a more compact RNP, than other H/ACA
snoRNPs in glycerol gradients; and (ii) its
release from larger structures is more resistant
to high ionic strength than that of other H/ACA
snoRNPs [Rimoldi et al., 1993].
Different proteins contact E1 RNA directly in

frog oocytes. Sequence-specific UV-crosslinking
at, or primarily at, uridine residues in frog cells
detects primarily five protein bands crosslinked
toE1RNA, plus several additional protein bands
less intensely labeledwith a crosslinkedE1RNA

radioactive UMP [Smith et al., 2005]. Protein A
(�62 kDa) is not common to all H/ACA snoRNAs
because it appears as a strong signal with E1
RNA but not with E2 RNA [Smith et al., 2005].
Protein C (�20 kDa) is not common to all H/ACA
snoRNAs because it is detectable with E1 RNA
but not with E3 RNA [Smith et al., 2005]. It has
been estimated that the vertebrate H/ACA
snoRNP core proteins migrate in denaturing
polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis as proteins of
about 60 (Cbf5p), 29 (Gar1p), 23 (Nhp2p), and 14
(Nop10p) kDa [Dragon et al., 2000]. Then,
proteins B (�50 kDa) and D (�19 kDa) might
not be any of the known vertebrate core H/ACA
proteins, and the possibility that protein E
(�13 kDa) may be Nop10p cannot be ruled out
now. Neither of these five proteins could be
Nopp140 because of their smaller sizes. It would
not be surprising for E1 RNA to contact unique
proteins since, other than the H and ACA boxes,
the sequences evolutionarily conserved in verte-
brate E1 RNA are E1-specific [Selvamurugan
et al., 1997]. Identification of a UV-crosslinked
protein in microinjected frog oocytes by mass
spectroscopy would be very difficult because this
analysis requires five orders of magnitude more
protein than what is needed to detect RNA-
protein UV-crosslinking in cells.

Figure 1 shows amodel of vertebrate E1 RNA
based on the available results. In microinjected
frog oocytes, the UV-crosslinking of E1 RNA at
uridine residues: (i) to protein A (�62 kDa)
depends on two sites at the 50 end of the RNA:
sites 1 and 2; (ii) to protein B (�50 kDa) depends
on five sites found in two stem-loops located
upstream of the central hinge of the RNA: sites
2, 6, and 8–10; (iii) to protein C (�20 kDa)
depends on two sites at the 30 stem-loop of E1
RNA: sites 16 and 19; and (iv) of protein E (�13
kDa) depends on 14 sites scattered throughout
the length of E1 RNA: sites 2, 6–11, 13, 14, 16–
18, 21, and 22 [Smith et al., 2005]. Similar
results have not been reported in any other
snoRNP or H/ACA RNP.

It has been suggested that yeast H/ACA
snoRNPs may be symmetrical particles in
which each of the two hairpins in the snoRNA
binds a copy of the four core proteins [Watkins
et al., 1998; Terns and Terns, 2002; Meier,
2005]. In contrast, the dependence of UV-cross-
slinking of proteins A and B on the 50 half of E1
RNAand of protein C on the 30 half of E1RNA in
cells strongly suggest that the frog E1 snoRNP
is, at least dynamically, an asymmetric particle
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[Smith et al., 2005]. In a human cell extract, the
30-terminal stem-loop with box ACA of E1/U17
RNA is sufficient for protein binding to form an
RNP [Dragon et al., 2000). Based on the results
of proteins A, B, and E in frog oocytes, the RNP
assembled in the human cell extract may not
have a full, physiological set of proteins.

The effects of these base substitutions do not
appear to be caused by changes in E1 RNA
conformation. Substitution of three bases (in
sites 10, 13, 19, and 22) or four bases (in site 14)
in conserved single-stranded segments would
not be expected to have major global effects on
the conformation of E1 RNA. Indeed, 18 out of
the 22 E1 RNA substitution mutants tested
have no detectable effect on the conformation of
deproteinized E1 RNA [Ruhl et al., 2000].
However, each of these 22 mutants exhibits in
cells abnormalities in E1 snoRNP profile, E1
RNA-protein contacts, and/or E1 RNA stability
[Ruhl et al., 2000; Smith et al., 2005].

One possibility is that each of these E1 RNA
sites contacts directly a given protein. For
example, some ribosomal proteins interact
directly with many segments of rRNA [Broder-
sen et al., 2002]. Alternatively, some of these E1
RNAsitesmaybeneeded for the proper snoRNP
conformation required for protein binding.
Upon base substitution at one E1 RNA site, it
is most likely that its effects in cells on E1
snoRNP pattern and E1 RNA stability are
linked to its effect on E1 RNA-protein cross-
linking. At each E1 RNA site, a substitution
mutation could alter the E1 snoRNP gel electro-
phoresis pattern because of decreased protein
content of the snoRNP, or change in the
conformation of the snoRNP, or both. The
following observations may be useful in refer-
ence to this question. Mutation at E1 RNA sites
5, 8, 12, 17, 19, and 20 result in two, or at least
two, E1 snoRNP bands each [Ruhl et al., 2000].
How could two bands be produced? It is possible
that: (i) the levels of accessible cellular pools of
some of the proteins that react with E1 RNA
may be limiting; and (ii) some E1 RNAmutants
may have decreased affinity for such proteins.
Then, in these mutants, it is more likely that
twoE1 snoRNPbands of distinct electrophoretic
mobility are generated by different protein
content rather than by the same protein content
and two different E1 snoRNP conformations.

One of the questions is whether the snoRNP
pattern and snoRNA-protein crosslinking de-
pend on RNA sequence or structure at each

conserved E1 RNA site. They apparently
depend on RNA structure at E1 RNA sites 1
and 9, because these sites are conserved
structures with non-conserved sequences in
the vertebrate E1 RNA consensus sequence
and secondary structure [Selvamurugan et al.,
1997]. They apparently depend on RNA
sequence at E1 RNA sites 10, 13, 14, 19, and
22, and atmost of sites 17 and 21, because these
sites are conserved single-stranded sequences
in the vertebrate E1 RNA consensus sequence
and structure [Selvamurugan et al., 1997].

The snoRNP pattern and snoRNA-protein
crosslinking appear to depend onRNAsequence
at sites 2, 6, 8, 11, 18, and 20, because of the
following observations. First, E1 RNA site 2 is
base-paired to site 6, site 8 to site 11, and site 18
to site 20 in the consensus vertebrate E1 RNA
secondary structure [Selvamurugan et al.,
1997]. Mutation at sites 2 and 6, mutation at
sites 8 and11, aswell asmutationat sites 18and
20, generate non-overlapping E1 snoRNP pro-
files in each pair [Ruhl et al., 2000]. Second, E1
RNA: (i) site 2, but not site 6, is needed for
crosslinking to protein A; (ii) site 8, but not site
11, is necessary for crosslinking to protein B;
and (iii) site 18, but not site 20, is needed for
crosslinking to protein E [Smith et al., 2005].

E1 RNA sites 5, 7, and 16 (and 15) are base-
paired to sites 4, 12, and 21, respectively, in the
consensus structure of vertebrate E1 RNA
[Selvamurugan et al., 1997]. E1 RNA-protein
crosslinking appears to depend on E1 RNA
sequence at sites 7 and 16, because: (i) site 7,
but not site 12, is needed for crosslinking to
protein E (�13 kDa); and (ii) site 16, but not site
21, isnecessary forcrosslinking toproteinC (�20
kDa) [Smith et al., 2005]. E1 RNA-protein cross-
linkingdependsmost likelyonE1RNAsequence:
(i) at site 21 because this sequence is highly
conserved from yeast to mammals [Selvamur-
ugan et al., 1997; Atzorn et al., 2004]; and (ii) at
the site 4 conserved three-base sequence because
this dependence is apparently on sequence at
conserved three-base sequences (sites 10–13)
and two-base sequences (sites 15, 19, and 22)
[Smith et al., 2005]. The E1 snoRNP pattern
depends most likely on RNA sequence at sites 5,
12, and 15 because, if the dependence in these
sites were on RNA structure, the more hetero-
disperse snoRNP pattern of mutation at each of
these sites should be seen also after mutation at
sites 4, 7, and 21 (on the opposite strand, Fig. 1),
respectively, but it is not [Ruhl et al., 2000].
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The following comments can be made in
reference to requirements for E1 snoRNP for-
mation in cells. First, association of E1 RNA
with proteins C and Emay be involved because:
(i) E1 RNA site 19 is necessary to crosslink
proteinC; (ii) sites 7, 11, 13, 14, 17, 18, 21, and22
are needed to crosslink protein E; and (iii) all
nine of these sites are necessary to produce a
normal E1 snoRNP pattern [Ruhl et al., 2000;
Smith et al., 2005]. Second, contact of E1 RNA
with protein A may not be needed, because E1
RNAsite 1 is necessary to crosslink this protein,
but not to generate a normal E1 snoRNP profile
[Ruhl et al., 2000; Smith et al., 2005].
Interaction of E1RNAwith proteins A, C, and

E is apparently needed for E1 RNA stability in
cells, because: (i) E1 RNA site 1 is necessary for
crosslinking toproteinA; (ii) site 19 isneeded for
crosslinking to protein C; (iii) sites 7, 11, 13, 14,
17, 18, 21, and 22 are necessary for crosslinking
to protein E; and (iv) all 10 of these sites are also
needed for E1 RNA stability [Ruhl et al., 2000;
Smith et al., 2005].
E1 RNA-protein contacts, E1 snoRNP forma-

tion, and E1 RNA stability in cells, all three
depend on many evolutionarily conserved E1
RNA sites. Except for the H and ACA boxes,
those conserved E1 RNA sites are E1-specific,
rather than generic for box H/ACA snoRNAs
[Selvamurugan et al., 1997; Ruhl et al., 2000;
Smith et al., 2005]. Many conserved E1 RNA
sites are needed for E1 RNA-protein contacts,
E1 snoRNP formation, and E1 RNA stability
in cells, but few such RNA elements are known
for other snoRNAs and H/ACA RNAs.
Base substitutions in each of 20 of the con-

servedE1RNAsites showninFigure1producesa
different abnormal phenotype in cells, in terms of
E1 RNA-protein contact pattern, E1 snoRNP
electrophoretic profile, and/or E1 RNA stability.
That is, each of theseE1RNAsites has adifferent
role in these cellular events. These findings, plus
theseparationof these conservedE1RNAregions
by evolutionarily non-conserved segments, indi-
cate that these E1 RNA sites are separate
elements. Thus, E1 RNA has at least 20 distinct
elements, apparently two structures and 18
sequences. These observations indicate an unex-
pected complexity in the vertebrate E1 snoRNP.

FUTURE DIRECTIONS

The E1 snoRNP exhibits high complexity in
cells: (i) E1 RNA contacts directly several

proteins which apparently are not any of the
H/ACA RNP four core proteins; (ii) many
proteins [Smith et al., 2005] and multiple E1
RNAsites areneeded forE1 snoRNP formation,
E1 RNA stability [Ruhl et al., 2000], and E1
RNA–protein interactions [Smith et al., 2005].
Many interesting questions remain to be eluci-
dated in cells, including: (i) the exact role of E1/
U17/snR30 snoRNA in pre-rRNA cleavage
processing, and themechanism of this function;
(ii) the identification, structure, and function of
each of the proteins which interact specifically
with E1 RNA or the E1 snoRNP; (iii) the
identification of the nucleotide and amino acid
positions required for the various specific E1
RNA-protein contacts; (iv) the mechanism of
assembly of all of the components of the E1
snoRNP; (v) the identification of the E1 RNA
role which involves direct interaction of E1
RNAwith a site near the upstream end of the 50

external transcribed spacer of pre-rRNA
(which in human pre-rRNA are within nucleo-
tide positions 697–1,163) [Rimoldi et al., 1993];
(vi) the identification of the E1 RNA role which
involves direct contact of a uridine at site 6 and
a uridine at site 2 of E1 RNA (which in human
E1 RNA are nucleotide positions 43 and 8,
respectively) with nucleolar large RNA that is
most likely pre-rRNA [Rimoldi et al., 1993]; (vii)
to test whether the E1 snoRNP is, at least
dynamically, an asymmetric particle [Smith
et al., 2005]; and (viii) to test whether the
uridine residue at position 19 of humanE1RNA
is generated by uridine insertional editing [Nag
et al., 1993]. Since the E1/U17/snR30 snoRNP
does not appear to be involved in RNA pseu-
douridylation, is a pseudouridine synthase a
component of the vertebrate E1 snoRNP and, if
so, why? In view of the surprising complexity of
the E1 snoRNP known thus far, the search for
these answers promises to be exciting.
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